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  SECTION: 
 COACH TOOLS

o N Be ING A Co ACh …
Re FLe CTING WITh  A 

s UPe RVIs o R
B� Mic��ll� Luca� (Unit�d Kingd�m)

In our last issue Michelle Lucas shared  her thoughts 
on how reÁecting with peers can help generate fresh 
perspectives and  allow us to benchmark our work in 
the marketplace. ReÁection can come in many forms 
and  in this third  and  Ànal part of this series we will 
take a look at reÁection with the help  of a supervisor.

Supervision is often poorly misunderstood – the 
word  itself doesnot help as it gives the impression 
of someone who is looking over your shoulder and  
telling you what to do. However a properly trained  
coach supervisor will typically take a much more 
collaborative approach. There are three primary 
functions of supervision. 

The Àrst is known as “restorative” and  gives us a 
clue to the origins of supervision from therapy and  
counselling. It is still pertinent to coaches because our 
clients issues can often have an impact on us – hasn’t 
everyone had  a nightmare boss at some point, who 
still makes our hackles rise at the thought of how we 
were treated  ? The restorative function of supervision 
helps us “vent” in a safe space. Importantly where 
a client issue raises some unÀnished  business for a 
coach there needs to be an opportunity to work this 
through and  on occasions identify that further work 
(coaching or counselling) might be beneÀcial.   

The second function is known as “normative” – 
within an organisation this might be about ensuring 
the coaching being delivered  “Àts” with the model 
of coaching in that organisational context. For an 
independent coach it’s more about whether their 
practice is congruent with their rhetoric. Occasionally 
the supervisor will identify some coach practice 

that hints that an ethical issue is in play. Here the 
supervisor may o�er up their own experience of 
how a coach might be “expected” to act. Mostly, the 
supervisor will be curious about how the coach came 
to act in the way they d id . The supervisor ’s primary 
aim is to raise the coach’s awareness of the choices 
they have as well as ensuring the coach understands 
what best practice “should” look like. 

The Ànal and  probably most obvious area of 
supervision is “formative” or developmental 
support. This is where the coach may work through 
times when they have been “stuck”, or encouragethe 
celebration of successes and  in doing so identify 
existing and  new techni�ues to use in future. As a 
coach matures this developmental function becomes 
less about “tips and  tricks” and  much more about 
what is going on with their client that could  inform 
their coaching practice. Often this means the coach 
learns new things about themselves in the process. 
In this sense thinking of it as “formative” doesnot 
�uite go far enough for me, rather I see this is a 
“transformative” function.

When working with independent coaches, a 
supervisor can sometimes Ànd themselves drawn to 
another function – a coach may want to clarify how 
they articulate how their work to the market, their 
USP- uni�ue selling point. Sometimes they want to 
problem solve how they get additional clients. These 
more commercial aspects are where a supervisor 
could  put a mentoring hat on to support the ongoing 
development of a coach’s business.

DIFFe Re NT Ty Pe s  o F s UPe RVIs Io N
Most coaches who have had  supervision will have 
received  it on an individual basis. This is perhaps 
the classic execution of supervision because it gives 
the coach dedicated  attention to review their work. 
However, as the economy has tightened  so has group 
supervision become more popular. It makes a lot of 
sense to share the cost of the supervisor with a group 
of coaches. This does however mean that each coach 
gets less time. But there are deÀnite beneÀts in terms 
of witnessing a variety of approaches and  learning 
through others. Just like coaching, supervision can 
be done face to face or on the phone/ skype, and  to a 
certain degree via e-mail.   

DIFFe Re NT Ty Pe s  o F s UPe RVIs o R
Not all supervisors will deliver both individual 
and  group supervision, and  in our book it’s 
entirely legitimate to use more than one supervisor. 
However, it can be useful to work with a supervisor 
consistently and  regularly – it gives continuity 
and  your development can be more easily charted . 
Choosing a supervisor is a bit like choosing a coach.  
As an independent coach most times you have a 
choice and  as an internal coach most times you don’t 
!  However, if you do have the opportunity for choice 
it can be helpful to consider the following :
•  How do you know they are safe to practice 
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supervision? Training? Accreditations? 
Testimonials? References?

•  Do you want them to have a similar or d i�erent 
background to you? We’ve found it can be helpful 
for newer coaches to have supervisors from a 
similar background. The empathy is higher and  
they can provide more concrete examples to 
help learning. Typically a more seasoned coach 
will beneÀt from a supervisor with a d i�erent 
background – this makes it easier to be challenged, 
to become more curious and  to pick up d i�erent 
techni�ues and  philosophies.

•  Do you get on? Rapport is often important, even 
if you  are looking for someone to challenge you, 
generally you’ll still want to like them!

s o  Wh AT’s  s o  s Pe CIAL ABo UT s UPe RVIs o Rs  ?
A common �uestion is ….” if supervision is a 
collaborative experience, why not just do it with a 
peer?”  Firstly, as we d iscussed  in the last issue of this 
magazine, wedo think there is a place for reviewing 
your client work with a peer. However, but this is 
more accurately “reÁective practice” rather than 
supervision. One of the biggest downsides of working 
with a peer, is the potential for collusion – especially 
if you review each others work on a reciprocal basis.
Returning to the 7 eyed  Model mentioned  in part 1 of 
this series, eyes 5 & 6 are speciÀc to reÁecting with a 
supervisor.

e�� 5: the relationship between the coach and  the 
supervisor. This operates at a number of levels, all 
of which hold useful information. What types of 
intervention the supervisor makes will probably 
be based  in their “assessment” of the coach’s 
developmental level.A supervisor will be considering 
what the coach is “ready” for. Hawkins (2006)has 

articulated  a 4-stage model to Coach Development. If 
you are interested  in Ànding out more there is a quiz 
and  further references on our website. There may also 
be some parallel process going on – this is where the 
way in which the coach is working with the client, 
also plays out in the supervision room.  For example 
: often a coach will bring a client case to supervision 
where the client is stuck and  is looking to the coach 
to “tell them what to do”. The coach then comes to 
the supervisor “stuck” in knowing how to help the 
client and  asking the supervisor “what should  I do?”.
That’s parallel process.  

Interestingly, if you  map over time what you  choose 
to bring and  not bring to supervision – this also says 
something about the relationship .  Do you always 
bring problems and  therefore keep  a “mentor – 
mentee” d imension to the relationship? Do you 
always bring your successes because you want 
a� rmation and  recognition from a “tutor” ?Do you 
bring “impossible” situations because you are looking 
to “test” your supervisor?  It can be an interesting 
�uestion to consider what you  are not bringing to 
supervision. For example, often you can get stuck 
into a routine of only reviewing “your struggles” – it 
can prompt a change in your relationship dynamic if 
you start to bring your successes.

e�� 6: the supervisor herself. Just like eyes 1 & 4 where 
both the client and  the coach have their baggage to 
content with, the supervisor doesn’t come in “clean” 
either. So it’s important the supervisor has clarity 
about her own “stu�”. Because it is this “stu�” that 
might be prompted  either by the coach in front of 
them and/ or the u ltimate client.  It is essential that the 
supervisor has a good sense of where things bubble 
up from, because the supervisor is an important 
“conduit” for the parallel process. The supervisor 
needs to tap  into how she is experiencing the coach 
and  understand  how much of that experience is 
being provoked by the supervision content and  
dynamics and  how much is being prompted  by her 
own “private” experience.  

The supervisor uses her “here and  now” experience to 
articulate things that are emerging for her which may 
stem from things which are just beyond the coaches 
conscious awareness.  Inevitably so much can go on 
in a coaching relationship that we may only be able to 
respond to a proportion of it. Much is “experienced” 
but not all of it processed  at a conscious level.  In “re-
living” the coaching session in the supervision room, 
the supervisor may physically experience how things 
were at the time ( the height of empathy) almost “on 
behalf of” the coach. She may also be reminded of 
similar experiences of her own and be able to share 
those experiences to help  raise the coach’s awareness 
of what may have been going on for them.  Of course 
sometimes the supervisor gets it wrong.  She’s 
actually experiencing some of her own “unÀnished  
business”. Handling this au thentically and in a way 
which does not undermine her credibility is a one of 
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the toughest moments that a supervisor has to manage.  
Her challenge is to continue to be available to her 
client, the coach in the room when some “unÀnished  
business” has just surfaced .
With all of this going on, it’s perhaps not surprising 
that in our view, supervision is best carried  out by a 
trained  and  experienced  coach supervisor.   

INTe Ns ITy  o F s UPe RVIs Io N 
Some coaches take the view that they will “have 
supervision when they need  it”.  We always Ànd that 
a bit worrying.   That’s a bit like saying you’ll have 
your car serviced  when it breaks down !  We also don’t 
think that the more experienced  you are as a coach, 
the less supervision you need .  In fact one of the key 
dangers we see in “seasoned” coaches is a tendency 
for complacency and  a lack of self-doubt  - two 
characteristics that are positively evident in coaches 
fresh out of training.  In our view “self-doubt” is 
often where good coaching �uestions and  certainly 
good questions for reÁection come from, whereas 
complacency is more likely to blunt our awareness.

There are some guidelines from the professional bodies 
which match the number of hours you spend coaching 
to the number of hours you need  in supervision – 20 
to 1 is typical.  However, what we have noticed  is tha  
coaches who aren’t particularly busy, can “atrophy  
and  lose their sharpness. On going group supervision 
is a great antidote to this, because it’s not alway  
necessary to bring a case of your own. However, you  
can still contribute to others cases using the experienc  
you do have and  you can learn some things through 
“osmosis”.  Usually a group session reminds thes  
coaches of how much they love the coaching work 
and  it energises them to go and  see if they can Ànd 
some new clients to add  to their practice. 

s UMMARy
The intention of this 3 part serieswas to help you 
consider the importance of reÁection to your coaching 
practice, whatever your learning style.  Finding 
the mix of individual, peer and  supervisor related  
reÁection that works for you can be tricky. Changing 
work and  personal commitments are likely to 
challenge the reÁection habits you  develop. So have  
variety of means for reÁection so that you have som  
contingencies if your preferred  methods fail.  Th  
most common comment we get from coaches at group 
supervision once they have shared  their coaching 
d ilemma, is “phew !so it’s not just me then!!”.  Almost al  
coaches will at some time struggle with “professiona  
loneliness” – it’s almost inevitable in the one-to-on  
nature of the work we do. You support your clients – 
but who is supporting you ?So reach out to your fellow 
coaches – you know what they say, a problem shared , i  
a problem halved . More importantly the more you can 
reÁect on your issue alone before sharing with others  
the greater the insight you are likely to generate with 
your colleagues.  Ω

Michelle Lucas is a practicing Execu tive and Career Coach as 
well as a Coach Supervisor.  She has a background  in Psychology 
and  Commercial HR and  was trained  as both a coach and  a coach 
supervisor at Oxford  Brookes University.  She is an Accred ited  
Coach with the Association for Coaching and  also works for them 
in a voluntary capacity as the AC Supervision Lead .  She began 
her coaching business “greenÀelds” in 2003. 

Contact details. 
Michelle Lucas, Execu tive Coach and  Coach Supervisor
Skype:michelle.greenÀelds
Direct Dial : +44 1635 552705
Mobile: +44 7717 122950
E-Mail:michelle@greenÀeldsconsultancy.co.uk
URL for resources :
h t t p : / / w w w . g r e e n f i e l d s c o n s u l t a n c y . c o . u k /
CoachingSupervision/ ReÁective_Resources.htm
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